
Students of Baltimore City College,



Dear Collegians,

We are excited to announce another publication of the Echoes Literary Magazine!

This magazine is designed to give students an outlet where they can freely express

themselves about significant issues, whether it be through poems, short stories, or

artwork. These past few years have been mentally and physically challenging for

everyone. But now that things seem to be returning to a more normal way of life,

everyone has been able to change and grow as a person through these times. That is why

we’ve decided that the theme of this year’s magazine will be The Evolution of

Growth. Whether you’ve grown physically, matured mentally, or had any other changes

in your life, we all have a story. Echoes is here to provide students the chance to publish

and share those stories for the world and each other to see. These students have

channeled their inner artist, poet, songwriter, and have told their stories in a healthy

way. Like these students, we encourage you to be bold and inspire others in your

everyday life.

We’d love your feedback! Feel free to DM us, email us, or contact your friends in

the Writing Center with any questions, comments, or concerns.

Stay Safe and Be Well,

The Writing Center

IG @bccwritingcenter

writingcenter@baltimorecitycollege.us



MY SALO

Haydee Berdejo

On this night, where the smoke blinds our sight,

I look for my moon, just as the sun looks for it.

We are being destroyed by fire,

Sadama has become my city.

I have started to write my own Saló

brother, sister let's stop killing each other.

I have been violated, attacked, and raped,

the thirst for power is killing us.

I'm here, climbing this mountain,

trying to escape my own resilience.

I keep looking for that night, where my dreams come true,

The day the light shines within us.

Let's make peace, ask for forgiveness,

I hope that the streets will never again be stained with our blood



Perry Hall Night

Niyah Dupye

She was a pretty young woman in love with a dangerous man

he wanted to be seen and fiend for power

he thought he was so tough in her last hour

but he didn’t get far because she was too smart

shots were fired Hickory Falls Way

and he ran away

but she knew he was up to no good

because she sent a text knowing that

she wasn’t good

She turned on her phone to send a text

“Here my location in case he try to kill me or set me up,”

it was dark blue knowing that it went through

He wanted power over her, he took advantage of her heart

instead of talking to her, he shot her straight through the heart

for what?

i don’t know

he wanted to be in streets so bad

he wanted to be known, so sad

tattoo above his eye

he lied

he was doomed from the start

when he went to Perry Hall High



Twenty Eight

Fatou Diouf

You’re always here

In my good but especially my bad moments

You never leave my mind

You control my thoughts

You control emotions

You make me different

You’re always there with me

I can never be alone without you popping up

You have been here for a while

No matter how hard I try to ignore you

Degrade you or forget about you

You always seem to find a way

You find a way to come back to me

But my sadness is not always your fault

Betrayal, anger, confusion, and trust issues

Have a major part in it

But I’ve learned to control you

And you have helped me a lot

You forced me to try and know me

You forced me to question people

Before I let them walk into my life

Now I’m not trying to ignore you

Or degrade you

Or forget you

Because you made me the person I am today.



Little Prince Nightmares

Diamond Abrams

Once Upon A Time

There lived a brass, decaying chain

That guarded a metal, immemorial latch

That lived on an unadorned, extinct door

That belonged to a direful, forgotten room

That possessed an odd, sinister darkness.

Hiding inside the sinister darkness were toys, trinkets, wishes.

Hopes of ghosts that wanted their dreams to come true.

In due course came a vivacious prince

Who had all the toys, trinkets and fulfilled wishes one could ever hope for.

But

He wanted more.

He wanted to be able to gloat and rodomontade about having toys, trinkets and wishes

that even angels themselves couldn’t reach.

So, he ordered every servant in the kingdom to look for scrolls.

To look for anything that hinted toward a secret treasure others were unable to reach.

Eventually

Not a scroll, but a locked chest appeared.

The prince ordered the kingdom to then look for keys, declaring to award whoever found

the key 800 silver.

Both men and women were lined up offering keys; small, big, thin, thick, bronze, black.

Hoping their key was the one.

It was days until a vassal who had simply been fishing in a nearby stew pond, had

insisted he had the real key.

Though, seemingly emerging for the sake of the prince, two guards dragged him in at

their feet.



“Good day, milord” The man bowed

“Thou was simply fishing for his grace, when thee noticed something big and shiny in

the waters. Thou hurriedly investigated and quickly caught wind, the shiny object could

be what milord is currently searching for!” The vassal spoke swiftly, a bright smile on his

face from the thought of receiving 800 silver.

The guards handed over the key the vassal brought with him.

The prince’s knight inspected the key then proceeded to try opening the chest.

With three clicks, four whirs and one very loud bang, the chest opened.

The prince clapped in joy.

“As promised you have been awarded 800 silver” The prince spoke nonchalantly.

“Oh thank you milord! It’s always a blessing living in your grace!” The man spoke whilst

bowing, hurriedly grabbing the pouch of silver and retreating with a flick of the hand

from the prince announcing his ability to leave.

No less than five seconds later the guards attempted to open the chest further, but

before being able to do so a short scruffy man jumped out 10 feet in the air landing on

his feet slowly with impossible ease.

Meeting the prince with no face, name nor evident identification he stood.

“Good day, your highness.” The strange man greeted.

Though the man dressed and presented himself as a serf, he spoke with staunching

elegance and integrity; the prince immediately became intrigued.

“The weather is fine today, the roses have grown and the sun is at its highest form.”

Nonetheless, the man spoke about the weather, which though was considered polite

conversation, the prince himself evidently became impatient by the second.

Smiling from cheek to cheek the man spoke sinisterly,

“Hast thou heard the myth Les espoirs deviennent des cauchemars?” The strange man

asked.



The prince looked around for answers, expecting his knight to know what the strange

man spoke about, but to no avail. The prince looked back at the man with a frown

plastered on his face, never being able to say his staff didn’t know what something was.

The strange man made a cackling sound blatantly enjoying his mysterious aura.

“There’s a brass, decaying chain

That guards a metal, immemorial latch

That lives on an unadorned, extinct door

That belongs to a direful, forgotten room

That possesses an odd, sinister darkness.”

The strange man paused

The prince's eyes widened in anticipation.

“In the darkness has everything Milord has searched for.”

“Well! Get on with it, where is this chamber you speak of?!” The prince surprisingly

voiced, never once ever before spoken to someone so “low of status”

“Deep in the depths of the world, the only road there, through here.”

The strange man stepped aside and revealed once again the chest that he himself had

stepped out of.

“This here is the only passage to the chamber.”

The prince's knight walked over to inspect the inside.

“Forgive thee, however, the passage is for milord only.” The strange man stopped the

knight with a suspicious grin.

The knight pulled his sword, but before being able to threaten the man with it was

stopped by the prince.

Unknown to the rest, the prince thought this was perfect, he wanted to be the first to see

the treasure.

The prince stood up from the throne, approaching the man and chest.

“All you have to do is jump in, I pray thee has a safe journey.” The strange man bowed,

before seeming to disintegrate, his ashes flowing into the chest and falling.



The prince looked inside the chest, the bottom seeming to be nonexistent.

The prince took his crown off and sat on the ledge of the chest, and with nothing but the

thought of having even more of his wishes come true fell inside.

And It felt like hours until…

He reached the bottom.

Standing and looking around

He came across the brass, decaying chain

That guarded the metal, immemorial latch

That lived on the unadorned, extinct door

That belonged to the direful, forgotten room

That possessed the odd, sinister darkness.

The darkness where unique toys, trinkets, and wishes that no other could reach lived.

He broke the brass decaying chain,

He destroyed the metal immemorial latch,

He smashed the unadorned extinct door

And he entered the dire forgotten room that possessed an odd sinister darkness; along

with a single candle.

The room was filled with keys,

That would unlock locks,

That guarded chests,

That sat alone in the room,

That would have toys, trinkets, and answers to his wishes.

So, he picked up every key,

And eventually matched it to every lock,

That guarded each chest,

And at last opened them.

But nothing was there.

In confusion and fury, the boy wandered deeper and deeper into the room that was

masked with darkness.



He cursed the strange man that though dressed and presented himself as a serf, spoke

with staunching elegance and integrity.

Then, he suddenly realized he was lost in the darkness,

Forgot his way to the entrance of the room,

That had the door,

That was shielded by the latch,

That was fortified by the chain.

And he ran in all directions looking for the way out.

Enveloped in the odd, sinister darkness.

But, unlike before he wasn’t as vivacious,

He couldn’t run like before,

He didn’t seem as lively as before.

And in a corner of the room,

He came across a mirror,

That sat in the darkness.

He lifted up his one candle,

and screamed.

His reflection was no longer a boy..

But, a 70 year old man.

All that time searching for the room,

Filled with toys, trinkets and wishes,

His soul was so focused on his greed

That it couldn’t realize the greed took a toll on his body.

Whispers from every inch of the room saying all at once

“Greed turns a young soul old.”

He touched his face

Pale and wrinkled

As one tear shed

Then one Ghost with a hope arrived and dragged the prince.

Then another, then another, then another, until all of the Ghosts that once came to the

room with their hopes were there

Dragging the prince into a chest to lock him away and turn his hopes into nightmares.



Time is a snake and a cheat

Isabella Akilo

I was so young

In this photo.

Around seven.

We were at my nanas

Taking photos for future photo albums

My older brother

19 I believe

Stood in the middle.

His arms were raised

And flexed too

Show his guns

tattooed on each bicep

My name

And my other older brothers.

We stood straight, stupid smiles

Sprawled across our faces

Click

Click

Click

The flash caught me by surprise.

Time is a snake and a cheat.

My nana's house always had this warmth about it,

It still does

Just. different.



My memories fade.

I do not remember his voice,

Nor his dialect

I do not remember his laugh,

Nor his warmth.

I recently forgot his birthday

I recently forgot The anniversary.

Me and time were not always enemies.

When I was a kid

Time did not concern me.

Time told me

he would help me

Make new memories!

Time did not tell me

it would be at the expense of my old ones.

I curse myself for it.

I curse myself for trusting time.

perhaps,

I chose to forget.

I haven't fully processed.

I do not want to

I will continue to live oblivious.

Forgetful.

At Least I have this photo

Time is a snake and a cheat...



The Feeling of Isolation

Joshua Wilson

Over the pandemic, I lost a lot of things. I had people in my life that passed away due

to coronavirus and other people that exited my life. People that I considered friends,

best friends, family even. March of 2020, the beginning period of the pandemic, was one

of the lowest points of my life. In the following months, my grades began to fall and I

failed classes the following school year for the first time in my life. I disconnected with a

lot of people over the quarantine period, but the person I feel like I disconnected with

most over the pandemic was myself – until I found music.

Starting over the summer of 2020, I felt like I was disconnected from reality. Not being

able to leave the house was extremely difficult for me because I’ve always been a social

person who thrives by being around other people. Ever since the sixth grade, I’ve hated

being alone. The feeling of isolation has always been a fear of mine, actually. Even since

the first time I met with a therapist in the 8th grade, I told her that my biggest fear was

being alone. I don’t know when it started or why it did, but for so long I’ve been terrified

of both living and dying without other people around me. And starting in March, I felt

that fear manifesting in my life. At the beginning of the pandemic I coped with things by

talking to my friends through social media and group calls, but I eventually stopped

having the energy to even do that.

Getting on a zoom call for a class was exhausting, and the idea that everyone I was

communicating with was talking from the other side of a screen was terrifying to me, to

the point where I began having panic attacks because of it. There were days when I just

lay in bed all day, staring at the ceiling while forgetting to even get up and get food or

water. Days just strung together like that for me, I was finding it hard to function at all.

It got to the point where my favorite days were Thursdays since I could get up and go to

therapy. One day a week where I could sit across the room from another person and just

talk with them about however I was feeling. I began feeling better about myself over the

summer in between my sophomore and junior year. I still wasn’t seeing people but I was

in a place where I could talk to my friends on calls without panicking or feeling uneasy.



Things only got worse once my junior year started. Being alone in my room while

knowing that 25 other people were there triggered a lot of anxiety for me. I can’t fully

explain why, I knew then and still know now that I had friends and people who cared

about me, but seeing that many people on a screen while knowing I was still alone in my

house was really hard. I would go out occasionally to get my hair done or something

similar but even my therapy appointments became virtual because of school. I was

always someone who loved school and would try my hardest to pass all of my classes.

But junior year I often skipped classes or I would log out in the middle; I wouldn’t even

bother to look at the work afterward because it stressed me out. I tried different

medications and I ended up quitting them all because none of them made me feel any

better. Even during the last bit of the school year where I did get to see some of my

friends in person, I still felt extremely stressed with school. I had falling outs with some

of my best friends during this time as well and I ended that school year by failing 2

graduation requirement classes. I honestly feel like my junior year of high

school was the lowest point in my life, nothing made me feel ok and no medicine helped.

That was until I discovered something I really loved: music.

In the summer of 2021, discovering music saved my life. I started writing music

because I thought it would be a good way to express how I was feeling about whatever

was going on in my life, whether it was about a relationship or how I felt in the moment.

I wrote a lot of lyrics in the month of June, any time I had something to get off of my

chest I opened my notes app and wrote it down. That same month, one of my friends

helped me lay down tracks in his studio behind an instrumental with autotune. I ended

up releasing an entire EP over the summer, a body of work that I wrote on my own and

only had minimal help engineering and producing. Music helped me reconnect with

people over that summer. June 2021 was the month where I really started to reconnect

with myself as a person. I feel like the combination of music and being fully back in

person in school has helped me rediscover myself. I’m the happiest I’ve ever been. I’m

falling back in love with education and fixing the mistakes that I made in my junior year.

I’m applying to and being accepted into colleges and universities. Mentally, I’m getting

back to the place I was before the pandemic hit in 2020. There have definitely been

bumps along the way, times where I haven’t felt like the person I know I am, but I

learned that’s just how life is. There will always be bumps along the way but the bumps

don’t define you, how you get through them is what defines you as a person.



Underneath a Mask

Ziyah Armwood

We view the world as it is now

more harmful than it has ever been.

As soon as the sun of the illness has passed

It shows up again.

We socialize, We compromise, We hide

Underneath a Mask

Of more than just looks on the other side.

We are affected by illness every day but

when people die we have to find another way.

But underneath a mask is not as safe as you think.

I can say for myself that I only know what about 60%

of my student body actually looks like.

The rest are just a set of eyes

And expressions deprive

Underneath A Mask



Time

Alexis Scott

Then to now, has much really changed?

I'm still stagnant despite the endless motion of time

Deranged and rearranging recurring thoughts

How long until I can grow away from what used to be mine?

I know things have changed, I know I'm not the same

But it feels I'm a toy, the game we call life is all to blame

Consistent uneasiness and insecurity stunt everything

Can my growth truly be measured if I'm stuck behind a frame?

What if I'm afraid to grow? Nobody knows what the future holds

Exciting, anxiety-inducing, I need to know what's to come

Too many different paths, don't know if I'll see the end of the road

But trying to reach it is the only option when there's nowhere else to run



do you mind?

Robert Grande

all I wanted was a moment to myself

not an entire lifetime without you

I stepped aside for a slight moment

And you left,

left without me

I was left alone, without my guide

you were like a guide to me

guided me through life

and without my guide, I didn’t know what to

do

…

I had to adapt to life without you

I had to make my own mistakes

fix my wrongs

I had to grow without you

and learn from everything I did

without you

…

now, do you mind?

I need a moment



The Overlook in Baltimore

Colby Davis Jr.

On the night in Baltimore

One step forward

The internal war that we just ignore

Right around the corner liquor store

Drunk off of passion and depression

Brewing off the media and news full of questions

Sleeping to relieve the tension

In the morning in Baltimore

One step forward

Wake up in new clothes, trying to be a better person

Never any change for 18 years

Driving to work and being delayed by construction

And in the same street down, swerving to avoid a pothole

Great with shooting and Living poverty,

and still having 6 rings and with gambling problems,

like Jordan

In the evening in Baltimore

Working at work, working at home, thinking of the next day of work

While preparing for tomorrow

Taking one step back to think

The Rivalry

the west, the east, poly, and city, Towson vs Morgan State, to The Battle of the Beltways

living in Baltimore and knowing more Pittsburgh fans than I should

Always being divided

With changing weather able to cold and raining and snowing one day warm the next

Everything else is still the same

Ending the day

Going somewhere, anywhere to relieve the tension



Lessons

Kevin Butts

Let’s stop the discrimination

Segregation &

Naturalization of oppression

And hateful lessons taught

To our youth that has been passed

Down from generations

Lessons that make our future

Look dim

Or the chances that our children

Being in a peaceful world is slim

Bullets that fly past my brim

And lessons that said it’s either

ME or HIM

When he pulled a gun out on me

Was it a joke or was he for real

Get popped like a pill

Cuz in these streets its only kill or be killed

Gotta get a gun, a thing that has to be bought

Just one of many lessons that I’ve been taught

Let’s teach new lessons



letter to my little Black girl

Kaisha Snowden

*This poem is a letter to my inner little Black girl in a literal sense because it calls out

staple memories of my own childhood and teenage years while also appreciating the

experiences I have endured. This poem is also a letter to all Black women and serves as a

reminder to appreciate their inner Black girl because their experiences as a Black girl

have developed them into the person they are today. I wrote this poem in February of

2022 after being inspired by hearing another Black poet preach about loving yourself as

Black woman and, ultimately, the purpose of this poem is to encourage love for the

healing inner Black girl that all Black women possess.*

i never had the “i’m Black” conversation with my mother

i was always surrounded by Black folk so i never had to question why my skin was 10

shades darker than

the two white girls in my ghetto–

i mean hood–

i mean urban elementary school

you see my house was always yes Blacks, go Blacks

but my healing little Black girl needed it to be pro Black

we had your typical Black jesus

christian paintings that painted the walls in every room of the house but

i couldn’t understand why we practice a stolen religion

why we celebrate and praise and lift our hands to no one’s religion

to the white-washed, half-accurate, branded into our ancestor’s back religion

see i don’t know that religion

i can’t lift my every voice and sing to a church choir

shaking their heads and their tambourines and their hands

just to take off their robes and judge me

judge my behaviors

judge my sexuality

pick apart every single piece of my identity

and try to force me back together like they know how i be

like they don’t disrespect me



faggot, dyke

“you going to hell for that”

“there’s no excuse for being that way”

“god didn’t make you like girls that the devil in ya ear”

well god didn’t make me, i am creation so divine from the universe’s hands that god

couldn’t touch what i

am made of

with my willpower so strong i could break this world in half and force it back together

just like they did me

my little Black girl is tired

she wants all the things little Black girls want

with their little Black bratz dolls and their Black and brown barrettes

that mommy put in because the beads hurt when i sleep

they imprint on my neck and my ears and mommy i just can’t stand the pain

it’s too much for this little Black girl who simply want to wear her favorite pink coat

but it’s too hot outside to be wearing that

girl you making me hot take that damn jacket off

my little Black girl is soft

and she doesn’t talk back

so maybe she isn’t that strong, maybe she doesn’t have that much willpower

maybe my little Black girl is tired

she just might be

too many doubts go in and out her ears everyday

penetrating the walls of her ancestors love and protection

feeding her thoughts of pain and rejection

injecting this little Black girl with the idea that she isn’t good enough

that she’ll never be good enough

that her dreams should never reach further than the unemployment office

or the hospital room

or six feet below her own feet

my little Black girl is tired



she wants to go home, she wants to reach home

she thinks home is within her grasp and it is

but she got a block of entitled white men in her way

my little Black girl knows there aren’t limits to this life she can live

she can be the greatest Black ballerina–

i mean ballerina there is, and she will be

finally my little Black girl is sewed into the greatest parts of me

she is my creativity, my resilience

she’s my will power and no matter how hard they oppress my little Black girl she’s

gonna shine because i

love how her

how her afro gets caught in the jacket zipper

how her most used colored pencils are the Black and the brown

how her beautiful brown eyes glisten even when she cries

i love my little Black girl and the way she can part her hair just like the red sea

and even when she runs out of shine and jam

she doesn’t dare pick up that white owned cantu

i love her freckled arms

“no i don’t have eczema

stop making an excuse for my darkened spots

i can’t help that certain parts of me have more melanin that the others”

i love the way my little Black girl appreciates all the tiny things in life

no matter how ugly they are

no matter how bad they scare

my little Black girl is strong, forever and after that



The Illusion of Affection

Taylor Davis

the midnight stars kiss my skin graciously

for its affection is kind to me.

nevertheless the darkness is not distant to

my heart;

for i only feel free when i am with you.

justification for your unkind words to me.

it is because i love you that i allow you to

treat me with such neglect.

though i wish you would pay heed to me,

i know it is not in your nature to love

another as you do yourself.

like the silk i lay upon my head,

your love caresses me.

but only when it is convenient for you.

but if it is convenient for you, it is convenient for me.

for i only am concerned about your happiness

i want to be special for you.

lack of affection in my life caused me to

only want it from you.

how do i stop loving you?

i miss the way you held me.

oh, i was so safe in your arms



Pursuit of a Child’s Mind

Kamya Hill

When the streets lights turned on

her mother waited for her return as the kids played tag til dark

Run run run

or the boogie man will get you, she said

Never knew the wind would turn into dust

everything meant nothing

reflecting the times at the state fair, she felt something

as the clock was ticking

evil seemed to prevail

the barrettes from her ponytail started disappearing through thin air.

she took herself for granted

the long walk home

felt like centuries ago

headphones loud with the mellow voice of Michael Jackson

Such a beautiful soul

beauty standards don’t exist when your nine years old,

mama always told me little boys would destroy

the light that led you home

too stubborn for knowledge

so the crows hovered

til she finally went home

as she walked towards her mother

a hug so gentle & so truthful

allowed the worries to be released

you were right mama

the world kills innocence



Writing Center Conference Reflection

Renise McCrea

*This is a reflection on  a conference that every tutor in our writing center prepared for.

The conference was made so that we could teach other schools how we train and hire

students to become tutors.*

This conference was a very good experience. During the course of planning the

conference, I would say that it was stressful but fun. I think that the most overwhelming

part of planning this conference was knowing that I would have to speak in front of

people that I didn’t really know, which for the most part made me very nervous. Every

time we practiced and went over the parts that were mine, I tried to imagine that

random people were here and I tried to do my best at public speaking. In general, I don’t

really like to talk unless I’m comfortable with that person or group of people so this was

definitely out of my comfort zone. The fun part about planning and rehearsing the

conference was being able to get more comfortable with my peers in the writing center

and learning how to adapt to changes. A lot of the time my slides were changed and I

learned how to adapt in the situations so that I could be prepared for the conference.

During the conference, I was very nervous. One major reason why I was nervous was

because I had to talk to people that I didn’t know which had my anxiety on a high note.

Another reason was because my grandmother was there. My grandmother has very high

expectations of me, and one reason why I invited her was because I wanted to show her

what I could do. So I guess in a way, I put a lot of pressure on myself to be this great

speaker and great presenter.

I do feel like I did a good job and I am very proud of myself. In the beginning I

stumbled on my words but after that section I felt that I was very clear when talking

about my slides. I was still very nervous under all of that but it started to drift away a



little bit once the mock tutoring session started. I think that my confidence started to

rise because Josh and I worked together on it for so long and it was so calming to do

something that I was so used to doing. In the whole of it, I think that my session (session

B) did a great job. It seemed that everyone was very engaged in what we were doing and

saying. The activities were very fun for the guests and I enjoyed teaching the mock

session and closing out of the session as well. I think that next year when I do this I will

have more confidence when speaking in front of others. I also think that next time I

won’t pressure myself to do so much and stress about so much because I realized at the

end that my peers had my back which was really helpful. When next year's conference

comes, I’m hoping to become more of a leader and help the new tutors understand how

to do the conference. And hopefully not stress them out too much, and tell them that I

will have their backs if they need any help or anything from me in general. My biggest

takeaway from this journey of planning and doing the conference was to just have fun

and take my time. This experience was great and I can’t wait to do it again.



Writing Center Rapped

Marli Thompson

Intro

We’re the writing center

Ready, we’re willing to take the lead

Were steady, were always learning and we’re doing good deeds

We came here to take charge and now we’re here to intercede

And that’s what we need in order to succeed

Verse 1

Writing helped me with learning and self expression

Improved my communication from doing our mock sessions

Now I’m helping kids with writing, understanding what they read

And that’s what we need in order to succeed

Put the pencil to the paper and out came my love for writing

Safe-space and great tutors made it that much more exciting

I was working and learning and improving at great speed

And that’s what we need in order to succeed

I’m helping people and gaining some work experience

A career out of my art? I mean come on, that’s just common sense

Like every lunch period, we’re going and sowing seeds

And that’s what we need in order to succeed

I was quiet and reserved but now you can’t tell

Because writing and tutoring helped me come out of my shell

Closing the achievement gap and coming into myself

We got support that you just can’t get anywhere else

Chorus x2

We’re the writing center

Ready, we’re willing to take the lead

Were steady, were always learning and we’re doing good deeds

We came here to take charge and now we’re here to intercede

And that’s what we need in order to succeed



Verse 2

Writing seems to flow out from my head and from my heart

New skills, new thrills, and now I’m getting a head start

Collaborating professionals, playing all of our parts

Any of us, all of us, compassion that’s off the charts

I loved reading and interpreting what authors had to say

Started writing learning diction and interesting word play

Now I’m helping kids who’re honestly willing to improve

Writing SRF’s tracing their progress with every move

I was depressed and stressed, without an outlet; a sad reality

But now I’m sharing my passion and enriching my community

Find happiness in writing, we know our clients agree

You could look at our feedback too, we’re 10/10 honestly

Justice

Dedication

Experience

Liberation

Support

Participation

Passion

No Hesitation

We’re an educational sensation, claiming celebration

Praying, patiently waiting, yeah we’re reaching our destination

Chorus x2

We’re the writing center

Ready, we’re willing to take the lead

We’re steady, we’re always learning and we’re doing good deeds

We came here to take charge and now we’re here to intercede

And that’s what we need in order to succeed

We’re the writing center

Ready, we’re willing to take the lead

Were steady, were always learning and we’re doing good deeds

We came here to take charge and now we’re here to intercede

And that’s what we need in order to succeed

That’s it

Word (haha get it word)



A Book Review

The Rise of Yeast: How the Sugar Fungus Shaped Civilization

Author: Nicholas P. Money

Sam Wake

As you already know, the theme of Baltimore City College ECHOES this year is change

and evolution, and it’s hard to find something that fits those words as well as yeast does!

Yeast is something that we all have had some interaction with, from eating a slice of

toast, to filling up your gas tank, yeast has played an integral role in the creation of said

things. Homo Sapiens and yeast have a strong relationship, dating back thousands of

years, and some of the most important evolutionary steps in human evolution came

from the desire to keep our communalistic relationship.

The Rise of Yeast: How the Sugar Fungus Shaped Civilization is a book that talks about

just that, going not into the history of yeast but talking about our deep-rooted friendship

with it, and the possible future we may build on its back. So, let's get started on this

quick review and dive into the sourdough starter of knowledge!

We start with our ever-popular yeasty main character Saccharomyces cerevisiae, better

known as baker's yeast or brewer's yeast. S. cerevisiae is the most well known yeast

strain, being used to make some of humanity's most beloved items,

Bread, Booze, and Bioengineering

(And ethanol, but it didn’t rhyme)

Humanity's relationship with our little buddies for thousands of years, and one of

humanity's most important steps in evolution, the Neolithic Revolution, was caused in



part by our desire to domesticate S. cerevisiae. Homo Sapiens hunter-gatherer lifestyle

did work, but it locked out humans’ ability to create alcohol, a driving force in many

historical revolutions. By switching to agriculture, humans were able to produce

stronger alcohol and started to eat leavened bread. These goodies were probably just left

out on the counter or outside, and would allow wild yeast to munch on the buffet of

sugars in alcohol and dough. Ancient civilizations didn’t know that S. cerevisiae was the

culprit behind the foam on their beer, or the chewy texture to their bread, but they

appreciated it nonetheless.

S. cerevisiae will munch on sugar and leave behind carbon dioxide and ethanol as a

waste material. However, S. cerevisiae has a fatal flaw, which is that our yeast friends

die once the alcohol content gets too strong.

This is why ancient civilizations could only make things as strong as beer or wine,

Around 10% ABV. So for stronger drinks like vodka that we have today, special

machinery was developed.

This review is meant to simply give you a taste of what the book Rise of Yeast has to

offer, and to focus on how humanity and S. cerevisiae have evolved their own special

relationship. With the future looking promising for the doughy celebrity S. cerevisiae,

who knows what heights the famous eukaryote will rise to.



Libby: The Lesson Horse that Changed My Mind

Lillian Imhoff

Growing up, my family didn't have a lot of money, which I was always fine with. I still

had a collection of Barbies fresh from the box they came in.

But one thing I didn’t have were horses. I had horse toys sure, a collection of tiny plastic

horses, and saddles for dolls to ride them. But I longed for a real horse. I was obsessed. I

read every horse book I could find, watched saddle club religiously, and even made my

own fake horse out of a wobbly bar stool and a hobby horse from my brother's room.

But I grew up in Baltimore City, and couldn’t afford to ride. The closest thing I had to

real live horses is when we passed the pastures in the county on the way to my uncle's

house. I saw other little girls on horses and dreamed about being them, riding through

meadows with a horse friend.

Finally, I had a chance. For my tenth birthday, I was gifted a single riding lesson. It was

only for an hour, but I was hooked, and then all I could ever think about was riding.

Eventually, my parents scraped up enough money to send me to a horseback riding

sleepaway camp in the summer, and I was so excited. I would be able to ride every day

and make new friends. I dreamed that maybe one of the instructors would somehow see

that I was a riding prodigy and insist to my parents they take me out of school so I could

train 24/7- I was very excited and slightly delusional.



But it was nothing like that. The camp was full of giant polo horses who were fast and

had bad attitudes, and snobby little girls who all knew each other and listened to

country music on the radio. They didn’t watch saddle club and had no need to make fake

horses; they had the real things. They went to the country club instead of the library and

said horse toys were for babies. They made no attempt to include me and rather had

more fun leaving me out.

It seemed even the horses knew I didn't belong.

One day I was assigned to Blondie- a horse that belonged to one of the girls. She was

angry and decided to tell me all the wrong information about blondie, how he liked to be

given physical cues instead of verbal. So trusting her, I gave blondie a gentle kick and he

bolted, taking off faster than I had ever gone on a horse. When I regained control, all the

girls were laughing at me and I spent the rest of the lesson trying not to cry.

After Blondie, I never wanted to go faster than a walk again, and my confidence was so

low that the horses would get frustrated with me for going so slow and would stop

listening to me.

By the end of the summer I was afraid of horses. Something I loved so dearly was

weaponized against me to make me feel different. The other girls had convinced me that

horses didn’t like me and riding wasn’t for everyone. I was 12, and I missed my mom

and I wanted to go home. I felt horrible because they had spent all this money so I could

do something I didn’t even like anymore. I wanted to go home because I had decided



that my tiny plastic horses were enough for me. I felt like every single human and horse

alike hated me.

Until Libby.

Libby wasn’t a polo horse. She was a lesson horse my mother’s coworker owned. The

coworker heard I liked horses and invited me to go over to her barn, and of course my

mother said yes before I could object. She was dark brown, wasn’t big, or fast, or

particularly energetic. Kindly said, she was a little boring, but I didn’t mind.

Libby seemed to know I felt like I didn’t belong. The thing about horses is they are

exceedingly smart and can pick up on human behaviors and feelings in a way not even

we can.

She was perfectly fine with walking slowly, in fact, I believe she was quite happy with

our pairing because she was too old to go fast. She would look back at me as if she was

telling me it was okay, and that she trusted me. Libby didn’t hate me, and in her own

horse way tried to tell me it was okay.

I didn’t get a chance to ride her again before she passed, but I like to think her soul is

still out there somewhere. Everyone deserves a Libby to make them feel better.

Libby taught me that no one can take the things you enjoy away from you. She taught

me how to be brave and face my fears.



Three Baltimore Cowgirls

Diamond Abrams

Cowgirl hats star in this photo

The light from the lanterns illuminating us amongst the darkness

My mom simply a paparazzi shooting a picture of three celebrities after their “night on

the town”

I’m sure social media will adore this show

Our poses stem straight from diva nature

Arms on the hips, head tilts and straight eye contact to the camera

All of my mom’s Facebook followers calling us adorable, like Facebook moms

I guess it’s in their nature

My mom posts it with the caption “my three little cowgirls”

A mixture between diva and humble

Three Baltimore cowgirls



The Progression of a Relationship Between Father and Son

Elijah Brown

There is a man who deserves much gratitude for the things he has done in his

life yet has not received said gratitude. That man is my father and he is someone who

cares deeply for his family, a family he cared so much for but in my opinion didn’t

reciprocate his efforts. I felt as though he had been through so much to watch his

children succeed, and I wanted to show him the time he spent on us was not in vain.

At the time, I had already put into my mind the idea that my childhood was soon

coming to an end. Once I graduate from high school, there’s no more playing games

and not taking things seriously. There will be no more rest, no more breaks, no time

for recklessness or excuses. When I complete high school I will be considered an adult

to the world, and I need to prepare. So I left Baltimore, my home, and most of my

family, to go to Arizona with my father, to show him that appreciation that I felt he

deserved, and to learn from him what it really means to be a man.

A few months into 2019, around October when we started to finally settle into

our new home, I was able to have a room to myself, which I loved. It felt like it had

been ages since I last had a room to myself. A couple of months into our stay at

Arizona and we had established by now that most of the time when spring break or

similar events occurred we would visit Baltimore. But then something occurred to me,

as much as we visit Baltimore, why don’t we move back? Why was my father visiting

but never making a decision to stay. So one day, as he picked me up from school, I

asked, “Hey Dad, why don’t you move back to Baltimore? Why haven’t you gone back

home?” And he looked at me, smiled, and said, “Because, you convinced me to stay

here. You’ve shown that you enjoy it here, if it wasn’t for you going with me, then I



might have stayed in Baltimore.” And that shocked me because, for the first time in

my life, I was the one to leave an impact on someone rather than the other way

around.

Towards the end of my school year in May of 2020, the pandemic struck and

while it may have been a tragedy for many, my father and I saw an opportunity to

really go all out with our own fitness goals. We started to map out a plan for when we

would work out each day. My father was unexpectedly offered a new position that was

a huge step up for him, and an opportunity to get back to an urban environment for

both of us. This more urban environment was Phoenix, the capital of Arizona. So after

multiple days, we finally moved everything to our new home in Phoenix, and we

started to settle in quickly. After a few months passed, we got into the swing of things,

and even added a new feature to our life. Once every week, my father would take me

to get some fast food, and on our drive we would talk. Most of these talks stick with

me today because my father usually teaches me something within these car rides.

However, there was one car ride that strikes me as one of my most influential

moments in my life. A moment that really defined me as a person. As we drove away

from Chick-fil-A, my father turned the music down, looked at me with the eyes that

only someone generally concerned about your well-being would give, and asked me,

“Why don’t you sing?” I didn’t know why I refused to sing. Nothing was stopping me,

so why didn’t I sing? My father saw this conflict and then said to me, in a deep calm

tone, “If nothing is stopping you, then sing. You have the talent, you know the lyrics,

so go ahead, there really is nothing stopping you.” Then as one of my favorite Ne-yo

songs begins to play, “She Knows”, so I joined in with the chorus: “Cause she loves the

attention that she gets when she moves yeah.” As I continued to sing, my father

looked at me proudly. He then said, “If you can become confident in singing, apply

that to anything you want in life, and I guarantee you can do whatever you desire.” I



made it a point to myself to live up to those words. From that point on, I started to

take my life into my own hands. It was time for me to take hold of what I wanted for

myself and put in the work to achieve my goals.

Thanks to my father’s lessons a number of accolades have been bestowed to

me: speech competition prizes, college acceptances, and more. I view my father as the

perfect idea of what a man should be or at least what most men strive to be, and what

I strive to be. Even though I still feel as though he has not been given the appreciation

that he deserves, I know that if I continue to work towards my goals, and just continue

to remain who I am, I will be successful and honor the lessons I have learned from my

father through my actions. I appreciate the love and gratitude my father has shown

me, and even more, I’m glad to have left such an impact on his life as well, so that we

both can continue to grow together.



Letter to My Younger Self

Liernelis Z. Diaz Casado

Now that you’re six and that your parents are divorcing everything is going to

seem like it’s going to go away, like you’re not important to the people that actually love

you so just deal with it. Even though you’re only six you’ll learn very quickly and you’ll

be trying very hard to keep up to everybody’s standards of how you should and shouldn’t

experience your parents’ divorce,-people will tell you what to do and you will not listen.

I know you’re questioning your purpose and you’re going to be asking lots of questions

instead of living the happy childhood you were always supposed to live and that despite

everything you’ll always put on a smile and genuinely be happy because right now I’m

sixteen and I have a lot of happy memories thanks to you, thanks to the smile that

preserved the little happiness you had and made it seem like it was the only emotion

you’ve ever felt.

Now when you grow up a little bit you’ll just stop trying to get everyone to care

about you and you’ll care about you yourself. Since you’ve been six you want to distance

yourself from your family’s toxicity but the only way to do that is out of the country and

since you’ve developed a talent of learning new things in a short period of time -because

you’ve tried to get people to pay attention to you- then you’ll learn english as a second

language and move in with your aunt. The problems will still follow you though, your

family is still your family no matter what right? That phrase affects your life, a lot. Even

though your grandmother is the greatest person you’ve ever met and the reason you

pushed through she always told you to respect your parents, especially your mother and

even though she knows your mother does not deserve your respect, you’ll give it to her

-because your grandma raised a respectful young woman and because your mother is

still your family.

You’re fourteen! Now you’re moving and you couldn’t be happier, even though it

took four hours crying at night and screaming at your mother and writing what happens

down to calm yourself and your mother saying you’re a hypocrite and your dad giving up

so much money and your mother sitting down and caring about everything but you, you

made it. Since you were a kid you felt so many dark emotions you never really knew how

happy you could be and how amazing life is when you don’t have so many people putting

unnecessary weight on you daily so now, it feels weird because of how your life flows

without you having to impress anyone or having to do anything in particular to make



sure that people like you. People also act very surprised when you tell them that you

learned english in less than a year to be able to move but they don’t know how easy it is

for you to become obsessed with something to the point that you can learn it in months

and then use it in your daily life -they don’t know this because they don’t know how hard

you had to work in order to get one of your father’s smile. I’ve always taken English in

school as a second language -but it doesn’t mean you know it well because taking math

while in school doesn't mean you’re Albert Einstein. I wanted to move, so I learned

English. I wanted to escape from my family and their problems and their disagreements

and their manipulation and their self-centered mindset, so I learned English. It sounds

aggressive but it’s the bittersweet truth.

What I’m trying to say is that even if it seems hard, you have to do things for

yourself, when you do everything gets better, even if it sounds cliche, why not do it?

There’s no reason for you to not live your life the way you want to, unless it harms you or

anyone else in any aspect, so if it doesn’t do any of those things, do it, live your life how

you want it to be because at the end of the day the only person who has always been

there has been you, or at least that was my case and instead of living my life on the sad

side of it and even though my mother hasn’t changed and my father is trying to change,

I’m still happy and still living how I always wanted to, happy without trying. I saw a very

small opportunity and I took it and made the literal most out of it and I’ve never been

happier.



One Love Changes All Minds

Saniya Powell

“Samantha? A mocha latte for Samantha?” says the barista. I stood by the

window of this new small cafe with the smell of ground coffee beans filling my nostrils,

the harsh screams against my ears of the barista yelling orders and names. While

waiting I felt a buzz going off in my back pocket. I reached for my phone and once more

glanced at the texts I was receiving. I contemplated the texts that are being sent to me by

my friends Vicky and Alex.

“Why won’t you consider the date E?” says Vicky. “Yeah Essence, you're not even

giving the guy a chance,” said Alex.

I’m not the dating type, after all I don’t have the time, yet whenever I do have the

time I end up canceling it. My friends and family want me to be with someone, but I’m

not that kind of girl, nor do I need someone to make me feel “complete.” I rolled my eyes

at the buzzing phone in my hands. I typed to my friends, “I don’t want this guy, and I’ve

heard about him. I think I’m good,” I said, rolling my eyes at my friends. I turned my

phone on and do not disturb before I heard my name. “Essence” “A chai latte for

Essence” said the barista. I walked to the counter to pay for my drink. But when I

reached the counter I saw a tall man get there before me, giving money to the barista. I

was surprised as I walked toward the counter, I heard the man say, “That’s for the pretty

lady by the window.” Before I could tap him on his shoulder, he turned and looked at

me. As he looked at me opening his mouth to speak, I cut him off to say, “You didn’t

have to do that, sir. I could’ve paid for my own coffee.” He looked at me with a puzzled

face like I said something wrong. “I know you can, but can’t you accept a favor? And

my name is Kayden, please don’t call me ‘sir’” he said with a happy and confused grin.



“Well thank you, Kayden, if there's anything I can do to pay you back let me know.” I

said with a very preppy smile on my face. He looked at me with a smile like he already

had a favor or request in mind. Then that's when he spoke, “Since you mentioned it I

was wondering if I could take you out?” I wasn’t expecting him to ask that, thus I was

standing there startled. He looked at me waiting for an answer. My mind didn't know

what to do, but definitely knew what I was gonna say. That’s when I opened my mouth

to say “I don’t really do that sort of thing with random guys.” He looked at me nodding

his head while chuckling. “Ok that's understandable, but you did say you would pay me

back. So let's make getting to know each other your payment,” he said with a cute grin

on his face. In my head I was regretting those words, but I couldn’t disagree with his

logic. I could tell he was still eagerly waiting for my response. “Fine, that sounds nice.” I

said with a small smile on my face. Kayden smiled while nodding. We exchanged

numbers before I left the coffee shop. When I walked out I felt a change, a bit of

happiness and excitement came over me.

And from that moment I knew, I gave love a chance.



I’m Still Moving

Apollo Hendricks

It was tenth grade and I was friends with a lot of people but I was close with one

person in particular. Their name was “A”. We were really great friends and I loved

hanging out with her when we had just started off being friends. Eventually, I had

developed a huge crush on her by the fall of 10th grade. By October I had confessed to

her about my feelings for them and by that weekend we were together. In the beginning,

it was great. We had our fun and lovely moments together but eventually things took a

turn for the worse. Our friend passed away the day before my birthday and they became

more and more dependent on me. I didn’t have time to actually grieve. It was

suffocating but not because I was helping them but because she placed every burden on

me. They became obsessed with me. Weeks and weeks went by and soon she made me

do things I wasn’t ready for. Things I wasn’t at all ready to do at just sixteen years old.

They would coerce me into acts with the false notion that “She needed that in a

relationship” and that "I had to give them that or else they would leave me for someone

else". Being a love struck sixteen year old, I agreed. These one time acts they had

promised became more and more often. The promises of it never happening again

stacked up into the height of skyscrapers. It felt never ending and I felt trapped. The

burdens weighed heavy on my shoulders on top of my own burdens I was carrying.

When I would grieve or would be stressed, I had to turn around and take care of them.

No one else was doing it so they made me almost a substitute for their parents. I

couldn’t tell a soul then because who would believe me? They would just blame me for

letting it happen.

More months went by and they isolated me from friends and family because they

were jealous I spent time with them. They became obsessive and wanted me all to

themselves like I was a rarity. Pretty soon, I was only hanging out with them. I was

trapped like I was a prisoner in her cell. Then COVID happened. I got a break from them

but I still had to deal with them. I had to place them back together while I was falling

apart at the seams since they were isolated with their toxic family. The constant phone

calls and messages. I never really got that comfort or behaviors I gave to them towards

me. It was one-sided and she wanted it to stay that way. By Summer of 2020, I

discovered that she wasn’t being at all truthful to me and would lie or tell half truths.

Despite this, I still didn’t break up with her. She was unstable and I didn’t want to be the



reason why something bad would happen to them. She would remind me of how I was

the only one they had so I said nothing. I ignored the red flags that shined brightly back

at me, almost blinding. I thought by staying I would be keeping her safe and ignoring

myself and wellbeing for that would be worth it.

By October of 2020 I couldn’t do it anymore. I couldn't do it. I was tired of the

colossal and poisonous arguments. The neglect and abusive behaviors. The pain. They

begged me and guilted me to stay but I stood my ground and left from that relationship

and never looked back. That relationship even before the pandemic was unhealthy.

Toxic would be the best word to describe it. But I was never taught what red flags in

relationships looked like and found out the hard way. I thought those toxic behaviors

were justified. I would rationalize that "They had a rough childhood so that's why they

hurt me" or "They are doing this because they are scared of losing you because they love

you so much". But it was all false statements to justify me staying with her. After that

relationship I had such a huge issue letting people in. I was scared everyone around me

would hurt me because I saw how capable she was so why wouldn't everyone else. I

was convinced everyone was out to get me. Then I realized that the relationship I had

with them made me develop a trauma response to keep me safe from those behaviors.

The reality is not everyone is like that. Months later, I let myself back out there to

rebuild and develop new and old relationships. It was terrifying, yet needed. It was

needed for me to actually heal. I needed to move towards the future and not let a toxic

relationship I had rob me of new ones. Even now I’m trying to heal and move forward.

Past the nightmares and anxiety but I’m still moving and that’s what matters to me. I’m

still moving.



The Growth Within

Amari Fleet

As she emerges from the ashes within herself

A new person blooms with each passing year

Fighting the planters who fill her fear

Helps awaken the petals with each little tear

Learning to guard herself as she builds up defenses

Locking down, no time now, finally coming to her senses

For the flower is her future and the seedling her past

In a flash, she makes a smash, doing it all with class, like a stem in the grass

Because within herself there is beauty

And within herself she finds love

The growing gave her strength

And you can’t even judge

Growing happens every day as a plant she blooms

For her growth started within

And for a fact she can’t lose


